
In  Our  Nature. . .



Fuar Dizayn Decoration Limited Company has been serving in this field since 1996` under 
5,000 square meters closed area based on, Istanbul. 

The “Fuar Dizayn Decoration Company” is an exhibition design and stand Construction 
Company with a full range of exhibition services on top. Booth design, production, sign 
making, serving rental furniture and equipment – we have everything under one umbrella…
FuarDizayn offers different alternatives about a booth for exhibitions, conventions & 
organizations. It`s a opportunity to hire exclusive services from FuarDizayn as standard or 
custom built stand.

We Offer What We Have In Our Nature...



We can serve you turnkey project solutions with the entire exhibition stand and display 
equipments from a single point, without any special knowledge or effort with the details. 
This is a part of our integrated solutions. 

Fuar Dizayn provides advantage of the design and manufacturing services to achieve under 
the same roof with the professional teams and equipments.

Integrated Solutions In Our Nature...
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Standard Stand
Exhibition and congress organizations needs regulating the company that made analysis 
of field and technical services. The most important feature of a “Standard Stand” is it can 
quickly assembly & rich variety of materials and quantity. This work done every day by 
professional team, applied with care as being done for the first time.

“Standard Stand” is an integrated suite of solutions. According to the demand of the 
installation of the stands, as well as rental furniture, flooring, lighting, cleaning services 
as may be included in the package a wide selection of Standard Stand. In line with the 
company’s preference, white panels, color alternatives, pediment or roof space can be 
provided in alternative models.

If Manufacturing Is Standard, Attention To Each Detail In Our Nature...



D System
Individual or corporate, Modular “D System” is the most economical and practical demand  
(shelf, rack, showcase, podium, etc.). Easy to produce solutions, as well as the assembly of 
the system quickly brings the advantage.

Shapes, colors and materials with a variety of “D System” can also be performed with the 
double-deck stands. Serving a wide range of materials with stock “D System” offers stunning 
designs, low-budget solutions to customers.

Making Speed With Out Flying In Our Nature...



Being Imposing & Seem To Be Easy In Our Nature...

F System
“F System” is another modular system demand for individual or corporate customer’s 
expectations. “F System” is more imposing and impressive than other modular systems. Easy 
to integrate with different material alternatives and allow the creation of larger advertising 
surface because of the high demand recognition of system.

Practical installation in stand design, able to build double-deck stands. “F System” provides 
high visibility and consequently that will allow to be a fascinating target.



Truss System
“Truss Systems” is in size 30 cm x 30 cm, made of aluminum columns and beams stand 
system. Great feature, especially in a few numbers of columns that allows long distances 
to be passed. It`s a demand of machinery, automotive, indusrty That allows the display of 
products. “Truss System” can be integrated to other modular systems easily that allows a 
visual feast.

Getting Long Distances With Limited Foots In Our Nature...



Custom Built Stand
Differentiation, a prerequisite for distinguishing counting, as well as visual functioning is 
indispensable for those who know the brand of choice is “Custom Built”. FuarDizayn provides 
applying a specially designed turnkey stands, without dealing  a detail. We`re bringing in to 
existence your participation to exhibition.

Your dreams can identify boundaries in “Custom Built”. Whether a single layer or double deck, 
millions of colors, with a choice of hundreds of materials to transform an ordinary exhibition 
to a visual feast, in your hand & of course in our hand …

Being Idol In Our Nature...



Of course, not easy, complex, very detailed, which could be called vulgar after 
manufacturing, to caress the soul, to reveal a product to be filled out. Especially if 
you have a time constraint … it`s not a thing that we had witness yet! We can present 
our business inextricable & alarmist but we have professionalism is in our nature…

Integrated structure, system, organization, team, experience, perseverance, capacity, 
speed, manufacturing strength, design, iron workshop, wood workshop, furniture, 
paint shop, logistics services etc.

If we add our sister Companies to this success, been able to grow in its own include, 
about indoor, outdoor and digital printing applications “Gosteri Sergi Urunleri” about 
gifts and promotional products “Gosteri Promosyon” about display equipment and 
wholesale to a different dimension with E-Commerce company “Gosteri Market” | 
The fact that success comes from our nature.

The Fact That Success Comes In Our Nature...



www.fuardizayn.com
www.gosteri.com.tr

www.gosteripromosyon.com
www.gosterimarket.com
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